
Production Description:

Introduction：
These diamond zero tolerance wheels for sink grinding are designed for stock removal on granite and hard
stone grinding away excess stone to prepare for polishing.
Zero tolerance wheel is the fastest way to removal material after cutting out sink holes with diamond
blades or shape a radius on the outside edge,could be used vertically and horizontally . Resin filled zero
tolerance wheels make the fast stock removal for sink clean up and radius work that chip-free.

Features:
Segmented zero tolerance wheel are for chip free cutting,fast stock removal,perfect balance with zero
vibration.
Resin-filled zero tolerance wheel are excellent for stock removal,resin-filled design greatly reduces bounce
and minimizes chipping.

Advantage：
Our products export to Brazil, India, Australia, USA, Ukraine, Italy, Poland, Russia , more than 20 different
countries . In these overseas markets,our Diamond Zero Tolerance Drum Grinding Wheels enjoy a good
reputation, we get good feedbacks about their corresponding test result, and also a long lifespan. so, we
are confident in our products quality . We have registered our own brand. Therefore we ensure the quality
about the Diamond Zero Tolerance Grinding Wheels we produce;we provide the superior and professional
sale service;we can also manufacture the Abrasive Disc according to customers' needs.

All of our our products have been strictly tested before access to market.
Other specification can be ordered by client.

Detailed Images:

Diamond Zero Tolerance Drum Grinding Wheels

The following is the normal specification of Diamond Zero Tolerance Drum Grinding Wheels：



   

   



  

Above is a picture of our conventional Diamond Zero Tolerance Drum Grinding Wheels,
Other specifications can be customized according to requirements.

Packing & Delivery:

We will deliver within seven days of your payment,Diamond Zero Tolerance Drum Grinding Wheels are
packed in cartons.

We can also pack the Diamond Zero Tolerance Drum Grinding Wheels according to your requirements.

Special Diamond Zero Tolerance Drum Grinding Wheels delivery through consultation.

Contact Us:
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